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lots of tiny pieces

worms in it

dead leaves

light brown in colour

dark brown in colour

lots of air in it

only a little air in it

doesn’t drain easily

drains easily

Topsoil

Clay

Underground

Station                                                                                                                    Year 4

Demonstrate knowlege of properties of top soil and clay.

Picture of soil and clay, 9 stickers listing soil properties.

Questions/instructions:

Sometimes when you dig in the 
ground you fi nd topsoil. Under the 
topsoil you could fi nd clay.

Some of the words on the stickers 
are to do with topsoil. Some of the 
words are to do with clay.

Stick the words where you think 
they belong — on the soil, or on 
the clay.
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Space Address

Station                                                                                                                    Year 4

 Matching a hierarchy of locations within the universe with their pictures.

set of 7 pictures

Questions/instructions:

Sam was having a lot of 
fun writing his address 
on an envelope. This is 
what he wrote:

Look at the 7 pictures. See if you can 
work out which part of Sam’s address 
they are. Write the number of the pic-
ture that matches each part of the 
address.

14 Smith Street 2 91

Greytown 5 89

New Zealand 6 96

The Earth 7 95

The Solar System 1 75

The Milky Way 4 53

The Universe 3 49

Commentary:
Predictably, students struggled more with the 
astronomical pictures than with the terrestrial 
ones.

Sam Williams
14 Smith Street
Greytown
New Zealand
The Earth
The Solar System
The Milky Way

The Universe

Commentary:
About 30 percent of the year 4 stu-
dents placed all nine stickers cor-
rectly. A further 40 percent only 
placed one or two stickers cor-
rectly.


